**The Style Invitational**

Bred: 'Hot' ilk verses

BY PAT MIRSKY

In Week 1219 we introduced the "ilik" breed of verse, based on "lik the bred" poems. Readers responded with veritable tens of thousands of entries in praise of Your Summer. While missing on the Summer theme, the "ilik" verse won our love and admiration by finding every word with a "lik" or "ilik" sound. In fact, for some entries, it even led to a "lik" the word! No wonder we never want to see the end of this golden verse.

New contest for Week 1223:
Post again out to mislead public!

JETS INTERCEPTED NEAR NYC FIVE TIMES THIS WEEK: New Yorkers (Nov. 12, 2016, 2:07 a.m.)

ZOMBIES FOUND IN BALTIMORE HOSPITAL: Johns Hopkins has lost its serial resident! 60-year-old male (Nov. 11, 2016, 8:48 a.m.)

DEATH HITS 732 AT AREA PARKS: (Longfellow, Mass.) Woman and two children (Nov. 10, 2016, 7:20 a.m.)

It's a bigger tale than you might think.
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**ANSWER TO TODAY'S PUZZLE**

**4/9/17**

(July 30, 2016) You could be surprised by something serious on the horizon, so review your plans carefully to avoid disappointment. You're in a phase of detached expression that requires your serious attention. Take off for a movie or other form of entertainment.

**SAGITTARIUS** (Nov. 23 – Dec. 21) You could be surprised by something serious on the horizon, so review your plans carefully to avoid disappointment. You're in a phase of detached expression that requires your serious attention. Take off for a movie or other form of entertainment.

**SCORPIO** (Oct. 23 – Nov. 21) You might have to settle for compromise, but the situation could improve once you stick with your plans. You might be able to improve your situation once you stick with your plans.

**CAPRICORN** (Dec. 22 – Jan. 19) Use this insight to do whatever you want. Maybe you have the power of the situation in your hands. Negate any chances that you might have to settle for compromise, but the situation could improve once you stick with your plans. You might be able to improve your situation once you stick with your plans.

**TUESDAY, APRIL 20**

**ARIES** (March 21 – April 19) Bitch is a woman, not a bad word. You might have to settle for compromise, but the situation could improve once you stick with your plans. You might be able to improve your situation once you stick with your plans.

**TAURUS** (April 20 – May 20) Bitch is a woman, not a bad word. You might have to settle for compromise, but the situation could improve once you stick with your plans. You might be able to improve your situation once you stick with your plans.

**GEMINI** (May 21 – June 20) Bitch is a woman, not a bad word. You might have to settle for compromise, but the situation could improve once you stick with your plans. You might be able to improve your situation once you stick with your plans.

**CANCER** (June 21 – July 22) Bitch is a woman, not a bad word. You might have to settle for compromise, but the situation could improve once you stick with your plans. You might be able to improve your situation once you stick with your plans.

**LEO** (July 23 – Aug. 22) Bitch is a woman, not a bad word. You might have to settle for compromise, but the situation could improve once you stick with your plans. You might be able to improve your situation once you stick with your plans.

**VIRGO** (Aug. 23 – Sept. 22) Bitch is a woman, not a bad word. You might have to settle for compromise, but the situation could improve once you stick with your plans. You might be able to improve your situation once you stick with your plans.

**LIBRA** (Sept. 23 – Oct. 22) Bitch is a woman, not a bad word. You might have to settle for compromise, but the situation could improve once you stick with your plans. You might be able to improve your situation once you stick with your plans.

**SCORPIO** (Oct. 23 – Nov. 21) Bitch is a woman, not a bad word. You might have to settle for compromise, but the situation could improve once you stick with your plans. You might be able to improve your situation once you stick with your plans.

**SAGITTARIUS** (Nov. 22 – Dec. 21) Bitch is a woman, not a bad word. You might have to settle for compromise, but the situation could improve once you stick with your plans. You might be able to improve your situation once you stick with your plans.

**CAPRICORN** (Dec. 22 – Jan. 19) Use this insight to do whatever you want. Maybe you have the power of the situation in your hands. Negate any chances that you might have to settle for compromise, but the situation could improve once you stick with your plans. You might be able to improve your situation once you stick with your plans.